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1. INTRODUCTION 

This document reports on the development of a modem designed to operate 

at 4800 bps over an MSAT channel. The prototype implementation gives 

excellent performance, within measurement error of the values predicted by 

simulation. 

MSAT system design is organized around 5 kHz slots, to be used by 

narrowband voice terminals, both ACSSB and digital. In particular, the 

digital terminal combines a vocoder and a modem, with its original design 

calling for 2400 bps and MSK modulation. Simon Fraser University developed 

a prototype modem for the digital terminal under previous contracts from 

CRC, using a DSP (digital signal processing) chip for the implementation, 

and obtained very good BER performance. 

The quality of vocoded speech at 2400 bps, however,'is a controversial 

issue, even with the unit developed by CRC. Continuing work at CRC has led 

to a 4800 bps vocoder with greatly improved voice quality. This prompted 

the search for a 4800 bps modem which would still operate with the 5 kHz 

MSAT slot. The problem given to SFU was this: select a modulation scheme 

with constant envelope at 4800 bps with 5 kHz channel spacing, and devise a 

receiver to give acceptable performance in *noise and adjacent channelt • 

interference. 

The results are satisfying. We met MSAT requirements; in fact the 

performance is better than any results quoted in the literature for 

practicable demodulation methods. Moreover, the results time scale to 

demonstrate the possibility of 24 kbps with.standard land mobile 25 kHz 

channel spacing. Finally, the implementation rests on a general purpose 

DSP chip, so it does not suffer from problems of drift, aging, and other 

analog ailments. 
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In summary form, our main technical results are: 

1. We investigated two incoherent detection structures - discriminator and 

differential - using simulation. The structures were similar: front 

end filter for adjacent channel and out of band noise rejection, 

detector, post detection lowpass (except for the differential detector) 

and Viterbi algorithm. 

2. We designed the front end and post detection filters simply by running 

an adaptive filter, in the worst case noise and adjacent channel 

interference conditions, to minimize mean squared error. 

3. The presence of the front end filter caused blurring of the post 

detector eye diagrams, and in some cases, an outright separation of the 

levels. We compensated by approximating the eyes with an 

experimentally derived encoding polynomial in the Viterbi Algorithm. 

4. In the discriminator detector, the 6 level eye (nominal 5) was less 

smeared than the nominal 3 level eye. We found that a 4 state VA 

used on the 6 level eye gave between 0.8 and 1.2 dB better 

performance than a 2 state VA on the 3 level eye. 

5. The discriminator detector was 0.4 dB worse than a result in the 

literature for a 2 state VA which was Unhampered by the tight front end 

filter we need for adjacent channel rejection. 

6. The differential detector with its 6 level eye (nominal 5 level) and 4 

state VA was 0.4 to 0.6 dB better than the equivalent discriminator 

detector, and 0.7 to 1.1 dB better than both the best previously 

reported results in the literature for this class of detector and 

optimum incoherent TFM with an 8 bit window. 

7. Degradation due to parameter error for the 4 state differential 

detector is: 0.60 dB for 2 per cent frequency offset; 0.4 dB for sample 

time error of 0.125 symbol duration; 0.4 dB for both adjacent channels 
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13.5 dB higher than the desired channel. 

8. The DSP chip loading of the differential detector was also better 

than the differential detector, so we adopted it. 



2. SYSTEM MODEL 

2.1 Continuous Phase Modulation 

The class of continuous phase constant envelope modulation techniques 

known as Continuous Phase Modulation (CPM) is known for its compact 

spectral properties and good error rate performance. The class of full 

response CPM systems encompasses those modulation techniques in  which the 

phase is a continuous function of time, and the instantaneous frequency 

variation of the transmitted signal depends only on the transmitted data 

symbol in that interval. It is important to note that the instantaneous 

phase may, and usually does, depend on preceeding data symbols. Minimum 

Shift Keying (MSK) and Continuous Phase Frequency Shift Keying (CPFSK) 

belong to the class of full response CPM. If we allow controlled 

intersymbol interference, in essence correlation between  adjacent  symbols, 

we obtain the class of CPM termed partial response CPM. Generalized Tamed 

Frequency Modulation (GTFM) and Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK) belong 

to the class of partial response CPM systems. (GTFM and GMSK are to be 

discussed in sections 2.2 and 2.3 respectively). 

For the general CPM system, the transmitted signal (follbwing the 

notation in [1] is: 

s(t,a) = /27 cos(2rf0T + 0(t,) + 0 0 ) 

where 

= • • • a-2> ce -1 1a0/ a11 a2 • • • 

is the infinitely long sequence of m-ary uncorrelated data 

symbols, PT is the symbol energy (Eb ), T is the symbol period, fc  is the 

carrier frequency, 00  is an arbitrary constant phase shift, and 

0(t,) = 2rh ft 2 aig(r-iT)dr 
-co i—co 

where h is the modulation index, and g(t) is defined  as the frequency 

pulse. 
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For the most part m, the number of symbols in the alphabet is 

unconstrained, but for GMSK and GTFM is constrained to be two (binary). 

In complex envelope notation: 

s(t,a) Re[v(t)exp(j2/rf.T+00 ) 

where v(t) = exp(j0(t,a)) 

Defining the phase pulse as the integral of the frequency pulse (g(t)): 

q(t) = g(r)dr 
-co 

Thus: 

Ileoci(t) = 1/2 

co 
0(t,gj 2rh E akci(t-kT) 

J.—co 

By truncating the phase pulse to L symbols, a CPM modulator may be 

realized, 

1 
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Thus: I. 
where 2a + B = 1 
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2.2 Generalized Tamed Frequency Modulation 

Generalized Tamed Frequency Modulation (GTFM) belongs to the class of 

partial response CPM systems, with modulation index h = 1/2. The frequency 

pulse is defined (figure 2.2.1) as the cascade of a three tap transversal 

filter with a low pass filter satisfying the Third Nyquist criterion. 

1 

Input data 
(Impulses) 

a 

NyquIst-3 

h ( t) 

frequency 
modulator 

Figure 2.2.1 

We have: 

g(t) = F-1 (G(f)) (F-1 inverse fourier transform) 

G(f) = K.S(f)H(f) 

S(f) is the frequency response of the three tap transversal filter 

defined by: 

- S(z) a.z 1  + B + a•z 

S(f) = B + 2a•cos(2rfT) 

H(f) is a low pass filter with impulse response satisfying the 

Nyquist-3 criterion. A Nyquist-3 filter can be written: 

H(f) W(f)/sinc(fT) Ifl 1/2T 
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where w(t) satisfies the first Nyquist criterion. 

The class of pulses having the spectral raised cosine characteristic 

satisfies the Nyquist-1 criterion. 

That is: 

W(f) -(1 0 :5 ifl 15. (1-r)/2T 

(1-sin(ffT(f-1/2T)/r))/2 (1-r)/2T Ifl (l+r)/2T 

0 otherwise 

where r is called the roll-off parameter. 

With these definitions: 

G(f) = K(B + 2a.cos(2/rfT))W(f)/sinc(fT), 

g(t) = F-1 (G(f)), 

q(t) = g(r)dr and where K is chosen such that: 

rg(t)dt - 1/2 
-m 

The possible phase shifts of the carrier during the mth bit period can 

be expressed as: 

Om 0(mT,2) -  

Om  = hr(aam_ i  + Ba. + aam+1 ) 

That is, the correlative encoding rule is due only to S(z) since h(t) 

is a Nyquist-3 pulse. 

By manipulating B, and r we compromise spectral efficiency versus bit 

error rate (BER) performance. Each particular B,r combination is referred 

to as GTFM(B,r) in the literature. For example GTFM(0.50,0.0) is just 

Tamed Frequency Modulation (TFM) and GTFM(0.62,0.36) has been found to be 

near optimum in terms of reducing the BER and still maintaining a compact 

spectrum (see section 3.5). (The phase and frequency pulse for 

GTFM(0.62,0.36) and for TFM is shown in figure 2.2.2 and 2.2.3). 

The transmitted power spectrum was computed using the Welch method 

[26]. A Hanning window was used to pre-window the complex envelope (8 
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samples per bit) prior to the M point (M-2048) Fast Fourier Transform 

(FFT). By repeating the above process K times and averaging the results, 

(K=512) a good estimate of the power spectral density can be made. The 

power spectrum of GTFM with various B,r combinations and the reference 

curve (MSK), is shown in figure 2.2.4. A larger K would further reduce the ' 

variance evident in the estimated power spectral density. 

The fractional inband power ratio expressed as the ratio of inband 

power to total transmitted power was computed by summing over the band of 

interest, and dividing this by the total transmit power, (sum over the 

whole fourier transform). That is we compute: 

té1/ 2  
- cbv,(k)/2, 

k=0 k=0 

The fractional inband power ratio for various (B,r) combinations is 

shown - in figure 2.2.5. We observe that for GTFM(0.62,0.36) approximately 

99.7% of the power is contained in a 1/T (4.8 kHz) band. For MSK, (with no 

transmit filtering), 99.7% of the power is contained in a 2/T (9.6 kHz) 

band. Thus, 4.8 kbps GTFM(0.62,0.36) should fit comfortably .within a 5 kHz 

channel. 
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2.3 Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying 

Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK) is an extension of the well known 

minimum shift keying (MSK), or more accurately, differentially encoded MSK. 

In GMSK the NM data is first low pass filtered before being applied to an 

FM modulator, with modulation index h = 1/2 (figure 2.3.1). 

gaussian frequency 
filter modulator 

Figure 2.3.1 

The low pass filter has a gaussian impulse response, and consequently a 

gaussian frequency response. 

In our GPM model: 

g(t) —KTr(t/T)*h(t) 

where 

* denotes convolution, 

1 

71- (t/T) = 1 It! -.5 T/2 

0 else 

K is chosen such that rg(t)dt = 1/2, 
-co 

h(t) = u.exp(-(at/T) 2)//w, 

cr = 2./27 BnT 

where B.T is the 3 dB cutoff frequency (equivalent noise 

bandwidth normalized to the bit rate): 

B.T j(47r/ln(2))BT where BT is the 3 dB bandwidth 
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It can easily be shown that: 

g(t) K.Q(j2.u(-1/2 - t/T)) - K.Q(j2.u(1/2 - 

where Q(x) = 1/./27- fwexp(-y2/2)dy 

Thus, we arrive at our phase pulse defined as: 

q(t) = f g(t)dt, q(w) = 1/2 
-co 

In the literature GMSK with premodulation filter bandwidth BT is 

referred to as GMSK(BT). GMSK(0.20) and GMSK(0.25) are the most common. 

The phase and frequency pulses of GMSK(0.25) and GMSK(0.20) are shown in 

figures 2.3.2 and 2.3.3. The power spectrum (computed as in section 2.2) 

of GMSK for various BTs is shown in figure 2.3.4, and the fractional inband 

power ratio for various BT combinations is shown in figure 2.3.5. 

The correlative encoding rule for the instantaneous frequency (GMSK) 

extends over an infinite number of bits, since the gaussian pulse never 

truly decays to zero. Thus, this ad hoc method of generating a phase pulse 

would seem to be inferior to,theyell defined GTFM. However, for  all 

 practical purposes the phase pulse extends only over a finite number of 

bits. GMSK(0.27) and GTFM(0.62,0.36) are almost identical in terms of 
'e 

phase pulse, frequency pulse, transmitted power spectrum and fractional 

inband power ratio, (figures 2.3.6-2.3.9). Thus, it would appear that 

there is little difference between choosing GTFM(0.62,0.36) or GMSK(0.27). 
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2.4 Channel Model 

The physical model of the communications link at a block diagram level 

and the underlying model (figure 2.4.1) can be represented mathematically 

as: 

r(t) = g(t)v(t,a) + n(t) 

The additive noise n(t) is a complex random process with gaussian pdf 

having real and imaginary components with two sided power spectral density 

N. watts/Hz [21]. 

Due to multipath propagation the signal at the (assumed moving) 

receiver is subject to constructive and destructive interference. With 

enough scattered field components, we may invoke the central limit theorem 

and claim that: 

g(t) = L + gr (t) 

where L is the line of sight component and gr (t) is a zero mean 

complex gaussian process. • 

The amplitude distribution can be modeled as a complex gain g(t) having 

uniform random phase in [-r,r] and amplitude distribution obeying a Rician 

pdf 

The amplitude distribution of the received envelope degrades to a 

Rayleigh distribution as the line of sight component diminishes. The 

Rayleigh channel is characterized by quasi-periodic fades (often > 40 dB), 

and corresponding rapid phase fluctuations. The frequency of the fades is 

proportional to the doppler frequency fp  where: 

fp = fcvic 

where v = the vehicle speed, 

c = speed of light, 

f. = carrier frequency. 
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Rapid phase fluctuations have a detrimental effect on both coherent and 

incoherent receivers. Both receivers work poorly since the rapid phase 

fluctuations due to the channel can be on the same order of magnitude as 

the phase changes due to the data, hence the term random frequency 

modulation (or random FM). Even in the noise free case, this random FM may 

cause errors. Thus, the receiver has an irreducible error rate, (and, of 

course, increasing transmitter power will not help). The only solution is 

to increase the data rate, although this is not always desirable, due to 

bandwidth and power constraints. Coherent receivers are often inferior to 

incoherent receivers due to the rapidly changing phase which is difficult, 

if not impossible, to be track accurately. 

Typical BER curVes in the fading environment are shown in figure 2.4.2. 

This short introduction to the problem of communications in a fading 

environment is by no means complete. Specification of RF spectra of the 

received field components and power spectra of random FM is dealt with in 

detail in [22]. 

Our simulations assume g(t) = 1, (a static channel). Although 

inferences can be made from these results on the performance of the 

receiver in a amplitude fading environment (no random FM), the irreducible 

error rate due to random FM is unknown. 

1 
1 
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2.5 Modem Interfaces and Major States 

The modem has the functional organization shown in figure 2.5.1. The 

DTE communicates to the modem (DCE) over a synchronous RS232 interface 

subset. The modem has a 4800 Hz IF interface. 

The modem is to operate in full duplex fashion and synchronize itself 

in both time (bit clock) and frequency upon an initial preamble. The modem 

will be able to handle up to a +/- 400 Hz offset in the received signals 

center frequency. 

The data rate is 4.8 kbps, nominal channel centers are to be spaced 5 

kHz apart and adjacent channels can be up to 13 dB higher than the desired 

channel when received by the base station. 

The major states of the modem can be pictured as in figure 2.5.2. When 

not actively receiving data, the modem sits in a synch hunt state, 

continuously trying to acquire carrier frequency and bit clock. When a 

signal of sufficient strength and correct format appears, the modem locks 

on, and enters the demod state. In this state it demodulates the incoming 

signal, tracks bit timing and delivers the data to the DTE by means of RD 

and RC. If the signal strength falls below a threshold for more than the 

hangover time Th , the modem considers the transmission  to be finished e  and 

returns to the synch hunt state. The hangover interval lets the modem 

bridge short fades, but introduces a latency period before it can receive 

or transmit again, thereby increasing the effective duration and traffic 

load of the transmission. 

An alternative sequence takes place if the DTE decides to transmit by 

asserting RTS. The modem then keys the transmitter, transmits the preamble 

and supplies bit clock while transmitting data. When the DTE negates RTS, 

the modem stops transmitting, and returns to the synch hunt mode. 
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3. DEMODULATION 

In this section we review the two general classes of demodulators for 

CPM, coherent and incoherent. 

3.1 Coherent Demodulation 

As discussed in section 2.5 the channel is assumed to add zero mean, 

white gaussian distributed noise with two sided noise power spectral 

density N. watts/Hz. Thus we'receive: 

r(t) v(t,a) n(t) 

The optimum coherent detector, (which is the optimum detector), in 

terms of minimizing the probability of error over a sequence of bits 

chooses that sequence of bits, a for which v(t,a) is closest (in a mean 

square sense) to r(t). Or, to paraphrase [1], the detector which minimizes 

the probability of error chooses the seqùence a which minimizes the 

probability of error. 

The optimum detector maximizes the log likelihood function[21]: 

log(nk[r(t)]) = fœr(t)v(t,ra)dt 
-co 

With an infinité number of sequences possible this method does not seem 

tractible. However, a recursive algorithm, known as the Viterbi algorithm 

(VA, a maximum likelihood sequence estimator, MLSE) originally intended for 

decoding convolutional codes [16] is applicable in this instance [17,18]. 

In this case, h must be a rational number, (although it should be rational, 

anyway, for coherent phase tracking). The complexity (the number of 

states) increases geometrically depending on the number of bits over which 

the (controlled) intersymbol interference extends (L), and h the modulation 

index. The modulation index h — p/q, where p is relatively prime to q. 

With these definitions, the number of states is just: 

2.q •2L-1  

For example, for GTFM(0.62,0.36), h — 1/2 (p=1, q=2), and L — 3, the 

-co < t < co 
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1 

number of states is just: 

2 • 2 • 23-1  — 16 

Sub-optimum detectors, described in the literature [1,2,4], often 

perform the correlations over a finite number of bits, and base the 

decision on this information. 

Optimum demodulation of differentially encoded MSK may proceed by 

maximizing the likelihood function. However, this function is also 

maximized using the popular quadrature coherent demodulator [3]. 

GMSK and GTFM may also use this structure to obtain near  optimal 

decisions on received symbols [5,6,7,10]. 

1 
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3.2 Optimum Incoherent Detection 

Optimum incoherent detection of CPM, (optimum in terms of minimizing 

the probability of error in detecting a single bit) formulated in [4], 

although applied to CPFSK (which belongs to the class of full response 

CPM), is applicable here. 

The optimum detector maximizes z+  and z -  where: 

z+  = I0 (2/N0  (r(t),v(t,Z))) 

where 

e is the rith  sequence with a +1 in the middle bit (ak ), —n 

and 

(r(t),v(t,&)) is the inner product of r(t) with v(t,é1)) 

(i.e. (r(t),v(t,e)) rr(t)v(t,e)dt), 
-co 

and where: 

z  = I0 (2/N0  (r(t),v(t,e))) 

where 

A- . 
2n 1S the rith  sequence with a -1 in the middle bit (â) 

The optimum detector chooses ak  — +1 if z+  > z -  and &s ic  — -1 

otherwise. In order to minimize computation (somewhat), the sub-optimum 

detector correlates over a window of W bits, and the maximum value of the 

correlation determines the middle bit. The approximations involved are 

discussed in detail in [4,23] to yield the detector which maximizes: 
W/2 

e= r(t)v(t,e)dt 
-W/2 

v1/2 
s  =  mix f r(t)v(t,ty)dt 

-W/2 
The middle bit, &k , is chosen to be +1 if s+  > s - , -I otherwise. 
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* denotes convolution, 

1 
1 

1 
1 

1 
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3.3 Differential Detection 

The differential detector computes the differential phase over one bit 

period in order to make a decision on the received bit. 

We have: 

r(t) v(t,a) n(t) t < 

The received signal is first filtered to attenuate out of band noise 

and adjacent channels. 

Thus, the signal prior to differential detection is: 

r'(t) r(t)*h(t) 

h(t) is the convolved impulse response of the front end 

filter and channel. 

The differential detector computes the differential phase: 

yi = Arg(r"(t)(ri(t-T))*) 

where 

(.)* denotes complex conjugation, 

and Arg(.) is the principal value of the argument, defined in 

[ - e,e]. 

Although the distortion in the phase of r(t) due to the front end 

filter is non-linear, we approximate the distortion with a linear model. 

We define, f as the sampled impulse response of the modulator, channel, and 

front end filter. 

For any CPM scheme in which the composite impulse response extends (to 

a good approximation) over L bits, we can approximate the differential 

phase over one bit as: 

0(k,a) f*ak 

where 
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* denotes convolution 

ak-L+1 Cek-L+2 I " • ak 

and 

f —fff o ,  1 • • • L-1 

f is the sampled composite impulse response of the channel. 

Thus: 

(k  a) — feek f1Cek-1 " • fL-1ak-L+1 

Again, recall that this is just an approximation, since impulse 

response; and convolution only make sense.with linear systems. However, 

continuing with our linear model we have: 

Yk f*O(k,.(2)+nk 

To unravel the intersymbol interference terms we may use a maximum . 

likelihood sequence estimator (MLSE). 

If  Yk  were corrupted by additive white gaussian noise the maximum 

likelihood sequence estimator chooses that sequence (as the best sequence) 

which maximizes: 

E(Yk  

Although the noise, nk , is neither white, nor gaussian, nor independent 

of the signal, the above estimator is still useful, and a better estimator 

may be difficult to find. Thus, we choose the MLSE for lack of a better 

estimator. 

Although straightforward calculation of the above summations is out of 

the question, a recursive scheme, (the Viterbi algorithm) allows us to 

maximize this equation sequentially. The complexity doubles for every unit 

increase in L, so only small values of L are useful. 

Two values of L are to be investigated, L — 2, and L = 3. In section 

4.3 it is shown that these approximations are valid. 

For L — 2, and a symmetric impulse response, the differential phase 



obeys the duo-binary rule. 

7 

1 

Thus: 

= 1/2 ak) 

Bit by bit detection on yk  can be performed by first differentially 

encoding the data: 

bk  =ets kbk_, 

eh/2(bk _ i  + bk ) 

= rh/2 bk_ 1 (1 + âk ) 

Thus, with h = 1/2: 

a/c  = +1 if lyk l > ff/4 

ak = -1 if lyk i < e/4 

The bit by bit detector is shown in figure 3.3.1. The bit by bit 

differential detector computes: 

wk  = Re[r'(t+kT)r' * (t+(k-1)T)] 

Re[exp& \ (k,â)-0(k-1,e_)) + exp(j'15(k,e_))nk .. 1  + 

• exp(j‘kk- 1,))nk  + nknk_ i ] 

= cos(Ci5(k,a)-0(k-1,&)) + noise terms 

The decision regions for the differential phase are: 
A 

= +1 for 10(k,a)-0(k-1,&)1 > r/4 
A &lc  = - 1 for 10(k4)-0(k-11e)1 < e/4 

Thus, the slicing levels after the cos( • ) non-linearity should be set 

at cos(e/4) = 1/j2. 

Although bit by bit detection works, the performance with respect to a 

maximum likelihood sequence estimator is quite poor. Recall, for L = 2, 

the received differential phase obeys the duo-binary rule: 

— 1/2 (r\Y ak) 

and for L = 3, 

/5(k,a) = fA„ f fOelic 
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The maximum likelihood sequence estimator maximizes: 
CO 

E(yi, — 0(kle)) 2  

A recursive solution for maximizing this summation is given in Appendix 

A, and references [17,18,19,20]. 

Differential encoding of the data is. also advisable when the four state 

(L=3) MLSE is used, see [19]. 

The differential detector based on maximum likelihood sequence 

estimation is shown in figure 3.3.2. 

The one bit period delay used in the differential detector is not 

claimed to be optimum, (although it is for MSK). The Japanese claim a two 

bit differential detector is superior for GMSK, (see section 3.5), 

although increasing the time delay only increases the amount of 

intersymbol interference. It should also be noted that when the delay 

becomes very small, the differential phase approaches a crude derivative.of 

the phase, and hence the differential detector approaches a discriminator. 
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3.4 Discriminator Detection 

The discriminator computes the derivative of the received phase 

function in order to make decisions on received data symbols. As discussed 

in section 3.3 we receive (after front end filtering, and hard limiting): 

r'(t) = r(t)*h(t)/Ir(t)*h(t)1 

exp(j0(t)) 

We require: 

y(t) = dO(t)/dt 

We compute: 

y(t) = Im[(dr'(t)/dt) *rs(t)] 

Im[jdO(t)/dt exp(j0(t))exp(-j0(t))] 

The sampled outputs are yk . 

We define f as the sampled impulse response of the modulator, channel, 

front end filter and discriminator. (Note that in the absence of channel 

and front end filter that the impulse response is equal to the frequency 

pulse g(t)). Again the distortion due to the front end filter is 

non-linear, but we assume we can approximate the distortion with a linar 

model. 

For any CPM scheme in which the composite impulse response extends (to 

a good approximation) over L bits, we can approximate the received 

(sampled) derivative of the phase as: 

= dO(k,g)/dt + nk  

f*a + nk  

This is the same relation obtained for differential detection of CPM, 

although f is not equivalent to that obtained for differential detection, 

and the noise nk  has different properties. Thus, we can use a bit by bit 

detector, or a MLSE of (hopefully) modest complexity to unwind the 
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intersymbol interference. The discriminator detector is shown in figure 

3.4.1. As with differential detection, differential encoding prior to 

modulating the data, and differential decoding on reception is advisable. 



Figure 3.4.1 
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3.5 Performance Obtained in the Literature 

Static performance for coherent detection of GMSK or GTFM using MSK 

type coherent receivers is presented in numerous papers [5,6,7,10]. 

Degradation of TFM (GTFM(0.50,0.0)), [5,6], from ideal coherent 

detection of differentially encoded MSK (coherent fast FSK, CFFSK) is 

approximately 1.0 dB at an error rate of 10-2 . Similar performance is 

obtained for coherent detection of GMSK(0.25). GTFM(0.62,0.36) performance 

is superior with a degradation of only 0.30 dB from coherent FFSK (again at 

a BER of 10-2 ). The power spectrum and coherent BER performance (static) 

for GTFM with various B,r combinations, and GMSK with various BT products 

is shown in figures 3.5.1 to 3.5.4, from [6,10]. From these figures it 

appears that GTFM(0.62,0.36) is near optimum in terms of maintaining a 

compact power spectrum while maintaining good coherent BER performance. 

The poor performance of TFM with coherent detection in a Rayleigh 

fading environment is demonstrated in [7,8]. The irreducible BER is more 

than two orders of magnitude poorer for coherent detection, than for 

incoherent (discriminator) detection (see figure 3.5.5, 3.5.6). At 40 Hz 

doppler the irreducible bit er-ror rate for coherent detection is > 10 -  and 

rz: 10 -4  for noncoherent detection, (discriminator), figure 3.5.9. 

Mobile field experiments in the Tokoyo and Yokosuka areas [11] 

discovered a factor of ten difference between the irreducible BER of 

coherent detection with respect to incoherent detection (differential, • 

cos(T)) at a 40 Hz doppler frequency (figure 3.5.7). ' 

Since both papers are assuming transmission at 16 kbps we may infer 

that the coherent detector used in [11] offered an improvement of a factor 

of ten over the performance in [8] (in terms of irreducible error rate) and 

that discriminator detection performs as well or slightly better than a 

differential detector in the presence of random FM. This statement is 
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supported by [12] in which both GMSK(0.25) and TFM with coherent detection 

were studied. The results showed an order of magnitude improvement in the 

irreducible error rate over [8], (for TFM, 40 Hz doppler, figure 3.5.8). 

The static performance of the coherent detector used in [8] degrades 

rapidly as the bandwidth of the Costas loop increases. In fact, a loss of 

more than 4 dB in the static performance of the demodulator in [8] was 

incurred in increasing the noise bandwidth of the Costas loop, (figure 

3.5.10). The static performance in [12] is not comparable to that in [8] 

due to different signal to noise ratio measurements used. 

To make matters worse, at 4.8 kbps the random FM effect will be worse 

(for equivalent fd ) than at 16 kbps. With these points in mind, we hope 

incoherent detection will provide us with better performance. 

The performance of optimum incoherent detection of TFM [13] (figure 

3.5.11), optimized discriminator detection of GTFM(0.62,0.36) [6] (figure 

3.5.12), and optimized differential detection of GMSK(0.25) [12] (figure 

3.5.13) offer close to equivalent performances, (=10-2  at Eb/N. — 8 dB). 

Whether the above comparisons are valid, since different modulation methods 

are used, is an important question. GMSK(0.25) and GTFM(0.62,0.36) are 

approximately equal in terms of radiated power spectrum, but TFM has a 

somewhat more compact power spectrum. 

As is evident [12]  (figure 3.5.12)  either uses their own measure of 

signal to noise ratio and not Eb/N. or their coherent GMSK curve is one dB • 

poorer than that obtained in [10]. To make matters worse, [12] claims 

coherent GMSK(0.25) is 2 dB better than coherent TFM at a BER of 10-2 . 

Either their TFM curve is just plain incorrect, or they have found a 

coherent detector for GMSK(0.25) which performs 1 dB better than optimum 

coherent FFSK, (since TFM is only 1 dB poorer than CFFSK). One would 

expect they have not found a demodulator which performs better than the 
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optimum. (Sometimes one must wonder what exactly the Japanese are doing, 

and in fact if they themselves know). In any event, we take as our 

reference (for this curve) coherent GMSK(0.25) and hope it is the same as 

that found in other papers such as [10]. 

Returning to optimum incoherent detection for a moment, the window 

length used in [13] was eight bits long, making the computation-somewhat 

unfeasible. The window length for GTFM(0.62,0.36) might be shortened, 

(since the frequency pulse is somewhat narrower than for TFM), and the 

performance gain might be a fraction of a dB. However, using a window 

length of seven bits and decision feedback, we would still need to compute 

2 4  complex correlations, each seven bits long. Using four samples per bit, 

this would require: 

16.28 — 448 complex multiply/adds 

— 1792 real multiply/adds 

Although more simplifications exist, the complexity involved does not 

seem to warrant further investigation in order to save a fraction of a dB. 
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3.6 Summary 

In this section we have studied various detectors from a theoretical 

• standpoint, and the performance obtained in the literature. 

However, now that total confusion has set in after comparing results 

over a seemingly endless humber of papers, almost all using their own 

definition of signal to noise ratio, half the results due to simulation and 

the other half experimental results, the task of choosing an acceptable 

demodulation technique must be accomplished. 

The performance of differential detectors and discriminators appears to 

be quite similar, albeit a little unknown for similar modulation 

techniques, and in general, coherent receivers provide poor performance due 

to random FM effects. A simple maximum likelihood sequence estimator (L 

2) offers an improvement of approximately two dB over bit by bit detection, 

[6,7] but the performance improvement in using a more . complicated MLSE does 

not appear in the literature for GTFM or GMSK. 

We hope to clear up the uncertainty, (or maybe even add to it), by 

using GTFM(0.62,0.36), and comparing the results obtained, by simulation, 

with an optimized differential detector, and an ôptimized discriminator, 

both followed by a MLSE of modest complexity (two and four states). 

(Figures 3.6.1 and 3.6.2 depict the various configurations and detectors to 

be tested). 

Î 
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4. SIMULATION RESULTS FOR STATIC CHANNELS 

4.1 Optimization of Front End Filters 

While judicious lip service has been paid to addressing the problem of 

incoherent detection of CPM, (i.e. TFM, GTFM, GMSK), a sensible 

optimization criterion for front end filters has not been applied. 

Gaussian front end filters abound in the literature; however, a gaussian 

filter possesses no criteria of optimality, (except possibly ease of 

optimization). A more sensible criterion of optimality is minimization of 

the mean square error (MSE) at the output of the front end filter. 

(Whether or not this minimizes the average BER is another story). In [7] a 

gaussian filter was cascaded with a three tap equalizer (with spacing 2T), 

with good success. Although this is perhaps better than using only a 

gaussian filter, it still is not optimum in any reasonable sense. (It 

seems a shame that some people implement modems in hardware, without tbe 

advantage of a TMS32010 !) 

The scheme used for minimization of the MSE is shown in figure 4.1.1 

[21]. The simulation was run at a signal to noise ratio (Eb/No ) of 7 dB, 

with the two nearest adjacent channels (5 kHz channel spacing) 13 dB higher 

than the desired channel. The equalizer was fractionally tapped, with 8 

samples per bit, and 57 taps. The equalizer converged to the impulse 

response shown in figure 4.1.2, (real and complex parts). The frequency 

responses of the front end filters are shown in figures 4.1.3 and 4.1.4. 

The front end filter attenuates the adjacent channel by 17 dB at the 

desired signal's band edge, and by more than 60 dB at the nearest adjacent 

channel's center, assuming transmission at 4.8 kbps and 5 kHz channel 

spacing. 
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4.2 Performance of Discriminator Detection 

As discussed in section 3.4 the discriminator detector differentiates 

the phase function of the received complex envelope. A low pass filter 

follows the differentiation in order to minimize the effects of the 

multiplication non-linearity. The front end filter (FEF) was discussed in 

section 4.1. °  In the simillations, 8 samples per bit were used for the FEF, 

and two samples per bit used for the low pass filter (LPF). Although two 

samples per bit may not be adequate, it was decided that using more than 2 

samples per bit after the front end filter would result in a system which 

was not implementable on the TMS320 due to execution time constraints. The 

low pass filter (FIR, length 15) was optimized using the same method as 

discussed in section 4.1. The eye diagram of this scheme with no front end 

filters (figure 4.2.1) and with the optimized front end and low pass 

filters (figure 4.2.2) displays both the three level eye and six level eye. 

It must be noted that the six and the three level eye is only good fortune. 

Recall that the definition of TFM involves a Nyquist-3 pulse which 

constrains the phase pulse to pass through discrete points yet provides no 

such constraints on the frequency pulse. That is, a Nyquist-3 pulse does 

not, in general, pass Nyquist-1. Without filtering, both eyes are very 

good. However, with the introduction of the FEF and LPF considerable 

degradation is evident in the three level eye, yet only modest degradation 

in the six level eye. Notice that the six level eye obeys a different 

correlative encoding rule when the filters are incorporated. 

The correlative encoding rule for the six level eye is: 

dO(k,a)/dt = f*a 

where, (from figure 4.2.2), 

f =(f0,f10 112) = (0.215,0.57,0.215) 

Obviously, the correlative encoding rule for the three level eye must 
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obey: 

f = (f0 ,f1) = (0.50,0.50) 

Performance using a two and four state MLSE is shown in figure 4.2.3. 

Perfect timing and no frequency offset is assumed. The more complex four 

state MLSE provides a gain of approximately 0.8 dB over the two state MLSE 

at a BER of 10-2  and 1.2 dB at a BER of 10-3 . The increased complexity 

seem worth it. 

It is interesting to note that [7] (figure 3.5.11) obtained a BER of 

10-2  at a signal to noise ratio (Eb/No ) of 8 dB. That is, the two state 

MLSE simulated here was 0.40 dB poorer than the simulations conducted by 

[7]. Two possibilities exist for the discrepancy: either minimization of 

the mean  square  error is not a good method for optimizing filters, or using 

two samples per bit after discriminator detection is not adequate. With 

regard to the first possibility, the filter was optimized with adjacent 

channels 13 dB higher than the desired channel. Re-optimization without 

adjacent channels and eight samples per bit after the discriminator (the 

same used in [7]) should provide us with enough insight to explain the 

discrepancy. However, rather than belaboring the point, the results from 

differential detection will be investigated. 
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4.3 Performance of Differential Detection 

In section 3.3 differential detection of CPM was discussed. The FEF 

used in the simulations was the saine as that used for discriminator 

detection. Simulations were also performed using a low pass filter 

following the differential phase detector. However, no gain in performance 

was realized. 

The differential eye diagram (using the detector in figure 3.3.2) is 

shown in figure 4.3.1 for no front end filter and in figure 4.3.2 for the 

FEF discussed above. The front end filter introduces considerable 

intersyMbol interference into the three level eye, but a fairly clean six 

level eye remains. (Again, the six level eye obeys a different correlative 

• encoding rule when the FEF is introduced). 

The correlative encoding rule for the six level eye is: 

0(k,a) f*g.k  

where, (from figure 4.3.2), 

f= (f0 ,f1 ,f2) — (0.235,0.53,0.235) 

BER performance of differential detection followed by a four state MLSE 

is shown in figure 4.3.3. Differential detection offers a 0.4 dB 

improvement over discriminator detection at a BER of 10-2  and a 0.60 dB 

improvement at a BER of 10-3  (both with 4 state MLSEs). 

Performance of both detectors, and the reference curve CFFSK (coherent 

Fast FSK) is shown in figure 4.3.4. Differential detection offers BER 

performance only 2.1 dB poorer than CFFSK. 

Performance exceeds that obtained in [7] . by 0.70 dj3 and 1.1 dB at a BER 

of 10-2  and 10-3  respectively. Performance gains over optimum incoherent 

• detection Of TFM [13] are similar. 

Thus the superior performance of the differential detector and the 

added bonus of only needing to compute front end filter outputs once per 
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1 

bit make differential detection the clear winner. A problem exists since an 

Arg function is necessary, and a timing algorithm utilizing the supplied 

information (i.e. the FEF outputs) must be developed. However, an Arg 

function is simple (maybe, if we have a TMS320) and an adequate timing 

signal is evident upon close inspection of the six level eye, (see section 

5.2). 

1 

1 
1 

I ; 
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4.4 Effects of Frequency Offsets and Timing Error 

The degradation in the performance of differential detection in the 

presence of frequency offsets, is shown in figure 4.4.1, for various 

frequency offsets (Ep),  (as a percentage of the bitrate). 

Figure 4.4.1 

It is apparent the frequency offset should be kept within 1.5 percent 

of the bitrate (72 Hz), for adequate performance to be maintained. 

Thus, our acquisition algorithm should be designed to estimate the 

frequency offset to within ± 75 Hz with high probability. 

The degradation due to timing errors of ± 1/16th and ± l/ 8t of a bit 

is shown in figure 4.4.2. 

timing error (bits) 

± 1/16 

± 1/8 

Figure 4.4.2 

Hence, an accurate bit tracking algorithm with negligible jitter 

(<1/16th of a bit) is necessary. Also, the acquisition algorithm should 

degradation (dB) 
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estimate the starting bit timing to less than 1/8th of a bit. 

1 
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4.5 Effects of Adjacent Channels 

The bandwidth efficiency of GTFM is demonstrated in figure 4.5.1, in 

which degradation due to adjacent channels, with various carrier to 

interferer ratios (C/I), and 5 kHz channel spacing is displayed. The 

carrier to interferer ratio is defined as the power in the desired channel, 

divided by the power in a single interfering channel. In the simulations 

the two nearest adjacent channels were used, both with equal C/I ratios. 

Figure 4.5.1 

For the worst case scenario, two adjacent channels, both more than 13 

dB higher than the desired channel, the degradation is only 0.40 dB. Thus, 

the GTFM parameters chosen are more than adequate for the system in study. 

Secondly, for the desired channel and two adjacent channels, all of 

equal power, the degradation is minimal. 
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4.6 Summary 

In this section we have studied, by simulation, discriminator and 

differential detection, with differential detection providing the best 

performance, (2.1 dB degradation from CFFSK). It is important to note, 

(from our perspective), that the differential detector studied actually 

outperforms differential detection of MSK discussed in [Matayas, no SEC 

cicuit]. 

The SEC (single error correcting) circuit could also be utilized, (for 

differential detection of GTFM), if the differential phase over two bits 

was also computed [12]. The performance using this technique [12] was 

promising, and the SEC circuit is much simpler than a MLSE. However, its 

performance is inferior to the differential detector discussed above. The 

exact implementation used in [12] was not discussed, and the papers 

referenced were written in Japanese, (which is not one of the author's 

stronger languages). 

The differential phase over one and two bits could perhaps be better 

utilized by using one, albeit longer, maximum likelihood sequence 

estimator. . One must remember, though, that tremendous gains cannot be made 

since the above. detector is only 2.1 dB worse than CFFSK. 

In any event, the detector chosen has excellent performance provided 

the frequency offset and initial bit timing are estimated accurately, and 

the bit timing is tracked adequately. 

1 
1 
1 



5. ACQUISITION AND TRACKING 

5.1 Acquisition of Frequency and Bit Timing 

The modem is to operate in a.burst mode, wherein the receiver must 

resynchronize (in center frequency and bit phase), with the transmitter 

after idle periods. The technique used in [23] could be used in its 

entirety, (2400 bps MSK with the dotting pattern ...-1,+1,-1,+1,...). 

However, the response of the receiver to the remaining MSK pattern upon 

acquisition might be undesirable. The obvious pattern to use with 

GTFM(0.62,0.36) is the ...+1,+1,-1,-1,+1,+1,... pattern which has good zero 

crossings and large amplitude (figure 5.1.1). 

The acquisition stage is split up into three smaller stages: detection, 

comb filtering, and analysis. The detection stage is concerned with 

detecting the presence of the dotting pattern, the comb filtering stage is 

concerned with averaging the received signal over M bit periods, and the 

analysis stage is concerned with calculating the frequency offset and 

initial bit phase. 

Figures 5.1.2 and 5.1.3 illustrates both the detection (synch hunt), 

and comb filtering stages. In both phaàes, the received complex envelope 

is first low pass filtered to exclude most of the out of band noise prior 

to differential detection. 

Recall: 

r(t) = v(t,a)exp(j2nfDt) + n(t) 

where 

fp  is the center frequency offset, and 

a = ...+1,+1,-1,-1,+1,+1,-1,-1,... 

After low pass filtering: 

r'(t) r(t)*h(t) 

= (v(t,a)exp(j2nfDt))*h(t) + n(t)*h(t) 
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v'(t,a) n'(t) 

We note that v(t,a) is periodic with period 4T but loses its periodic 

nature due to the frequency shift. Periodicity is restored in the 

differential detector, which is stepped twice per bit. 

After differential detection we have: 

Arg(v 1 (t,a)vi*(t,a)exp(j2irfDT) noise terms) 

27rfDT Arg(vi(t,a)v 1* (t,a) noise terms) 

We note that the frequency offset introduces a shift in the received 

differential phase. 

During the detection phase the differentially detected signal y(t) is 

first comb . filtered, and correlated against a signal which would be 

received in the absence of noise. When the output of the correlator rises 

above a threshold, the signal is assumed to be present and the analysis 

stage is entered. 

During the comb filtering portion, the comb memory ià.extended to 

infinity (a pure averager), and once M bits have been processed the average 

level in the comb buffer determines the frequency offset, and the zero 

crossing after correlation with a clean signal dtermines the bit clock 

phase, (analysis section). 

Simulations have shown that with M-128, a preamble length of 250 bits 

(52 msec), was necessary to obtain frequency offset estimates within 30 Hz 

of the actual frequency_offset with 95% probability and bit phase estimates 

within 1/16t1  of a bit with 95% probability at a signal to noise ratio 

(Eb/No) of 7 dB. Although this is better than we previously stated we 

require, the performance at lower signal to noise ratios and larger 

frequency offsets may still be acceptable. 
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5.2 Bit Tracking in Demod Mode 

Although the popular bit tracking schemes such as the filter-square bit 

synchronizer [24], early late gate synchronizer, and numerous others [25], 

would work quite well, the number of cycles needed to implement these 

algorithms is large. A timing error signal was derived by careful 

examination of the six level eye. The differential phase at the output of 

the differential detector can be approximated by: 

'kk,e_e) = f2ak _ 2 foéik  

If we observe a change in sign between ak  and ak..2 , then we should 

observe: 

Yk = flak-1 ÷ nk 
With a small timing error, (r), we would observe: 

• Yk = flak- 1 + 6  ( r )eek nk 

Our timing error is just: 

tk yk  - 

15 ( 7 )ak nk 

For small r, 5(r) ee. kr 

By using decision feedback to estimate the ak 's and by averaging die 

tk 's we can arrive at a good and consistent estimate of the timing error. 

The timing algorithm is shown in figure 5.2.1. Thus, in order to make 

an appropriate decision on the timing error, we average the tk 's in a first 

order lowpass filter, and bump the phase of the sampling clock depending on 

the sign of the filter output. 

Simulation studies have shown that this algorithm performs well at a 

signal to noise ratio (DO%) of 7 dB. An appropriate value of a to 

minimize jitter while maintaining acceptable tracking performance will be 

choosen once the modem is implemented on a TMS32010. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

This document discussed the development of a modem designed to operate 

at 4800 bps over an MSAT channel. The prototype implementation gives 

excellent performance, within measurement error of the values predicted by 

simulation. 

The modem is tO interface to a 4.8 kHz IF, and the channels are assumed 

to be spaced 5 kHz apart. A companion report entitled "A 4800 bps GTFM 

Modem, Part 2- Implementation and Performance Tests", discusses the 

implementation of the modem on a TMS320 digital signal processor and the 

corresponding hardware tests. 

The results are satisfying. We met MSAT requirements; in fact the 

performance is better than any results quoted in the literature for 

practicable demodulation methods. Moreover, the results time scale to 

demonstrate the possibility of 24 kbps with standard land mobile 25 kHz 

channel spacing. Finally, the implementation rests on a general purpose 

DSP chip, so it does not suffer from problems of drift, aging, and other 

analog ailments. 

Based on previous analysis and simulation, and the reported 

implementation and performance tests discuesed above, we state, in summary 

form, our main technical results: 

1. We investigated two incoherent detection structures - discriminator and 

differential - using simulation. The structures were similar; front 

end filter for adjacent channel and out of band noise rejection, 

detector, Post detection lowpass (except for the differential detector) 

and Viterbi algorithm. 

2. We designed the front end and post detection filters simply by running 

an adaptive filter, in the worst case noise and adjacent channel 

interference conditions, to minimize mean squared error. 
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3. The presence of the front end filter caused blurring of the post 

detector eye diagrams,*and in some cases, an outright separation of the 

levels. We compensated by approximating the eyes with an 

experimentally derived encoding polynomial in the Viterbi Algorithm. 

4. In the discriminator detector, the 6 level eye (nominal 5) was less 

smeared than the nominal 3 level eye. We found that a 4 state VA 

used on the 6 level eye gave between 0.8 and 1.2 dB better 

performance than a 2 state VA on the 3 level eye. 

5. The discriminator detector was 0.4 dB worse than a result in the 

literature for a 2 state VA which was unhampered by the tight front end 

filter we need for adjacent channel rejection. 

6. The differential detector with its 6 level eye (nominal 5 level) and 4 

state VA was 0.4 to 0.6 dB better than the equivalent discriminator 

detector, and 0.7 to 1.1 dB better than both the best previously 

reported results in the literature for this class of detector and 

optimum incoherent TFM with an 8 bit window. 

7. Degradation due to parameter error for the 4 state differential 

detector is: 0.60 dB for 2 per cent frequency offset; 0.4 dB for sample 

time error of 0.125 symbol duration; 0.4 dB for both adjacent channels 

13.5 dB higher than the desired channel. 

8. The DSP chip loading of the differential detector was also better 

than the differential detector, so we adopted it.. 
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VITERBI ALGORITHM 

The Viterbi Algorithm is a maximum likelihood sequence estimator (MLSE) 

which makes optimum sequence decisions on correlative encoded data. 

We have: 

Yk = fnak-n nk n=0 

where 

the ak  are uncorrelated binary data symbols, 

f is the sampled impulse response of the channel, (length L), 

and the nk  are independent identically distributed gaussian random 

variables. 

Define: 

id  
ck fnk-n 

n=. 0 

For f 'spanning L symbols, we have at most 21. distinct ck  values. 

We define sk  as the state of the system, which depends on the last L-1 

binary input values. 

That is: 

Sk = ak-1$ • • 'k-L+2 " k+1-L ] 

thus, we have N 2L-1  states. 

and: 

Ck C (ak Sk-1 ) fnak-n 
n=0 

The state at time k+1 depends only on the current state at time k, 

and the next input value ak÷i . That is, we have a first order Markov 

process, and each state has only two possible successors. 

define: 

= 

= 



II A-2 

1 2 [ -1, -1, ...  -k 

II 
By defining the states in this way, we observe that the if the current 

state at time k is (4) then the previous state was just: 

(2.i) mod N if ce +1  

(2•i+1) mod N if ak÷i _L  = -1 

Example L = 3, (N = 2L-1  — 4) 

(a a ) k k k-1 

5 °  = (+1,1-1) k 

5 1  = (+1,-1) k 

5 2  = (-1,1-1) k 

5 3  = (-1,-1) k 

The state transition table is, 

current state  (4) 'Previous state  (s1) ak ' ak-1 ., ak-2 

s 0 s 0 +1,1-1,1-1 

s 0 1 
k Sk-1 +11+1,-1 

s 1 5 2
-1 1-1,-1,+1 k k 

s 1 - +1,-1,-1 k S3 k-1 _ 
S 2 sk-1 

0 -1,1-1,1-1 k  

1 S 2  k 5k-1  

S 3 Sk2,,1 -1,-1,1-1 k . 

3 -1,-1,-1 Sk S 3  k-1  

We note that if we are currently in state i then the previous state was 

2.i mod N if a = +1 and (2•i+1) mod N if a = -1, as was mentioned 

above. 

,2L-1 [ 1 e  -1 e...,  -1 Y  -1 1  -1] ok  



(Yk C  (ak Sk-1 )  
k=0 co co co 

Yk2  - 2E YkC(ak Sk-1 ) C (ak k=0 k=0 k=0 

2 

, Sk- 1 ) 2  

as: 

= s °  we may write (1) For all those paths with sm  = 

am-L, and s and al , 

max 

The receiver which minimizes the probability of error for the sequence 

decision chooses that sequence of aks which minimizes: 

The first sum does not depend on the aks •  Thus, the optimum receiver 

chooses the sequenCe of as  which maximizes: 
CO 

2E ykC(ak - C(ak , sk_ 1 ) 2  
k=0 k=0 

2 ykC(ak ,sk_ i ) - 
1c=0: 
2Lrk C (ak sk- ) k=n+i 

k=o 
C (ak Sk-1 ) 

 k=m+1 

Thus, any path with sm  = s, and which maximizes (1) also maximizes 

the first -sum. But the first sum only depends on ao , 

can be chosen independently  of the rest of the path. 

Define: 

4 = max all paths to 4 5ymC(am ,s„. 1 ) -  
m-o 

We call 4 the metric for state sl. We have N states, N metrics, and 

N best paths to each state. When the paths merge, that is, all best paths 

agree on the same bit, we may release the l it.  

We noted previously that each state has precisely two predecessors, and 

two successors. Thus, each metric pk  at state sk  depends on the previous 

state. Hence, we may write: 

C ( cek , se-1) 2  

where 

and 

+ 2ykC(ak  , se_ i ) 
flP+ 1 

 ' `"J 
917.

ks"
e- eP+11 

1.k-1 r 

for i = 0,1,...,N-1 

p = 2.i modulo N 



but: 

and: 

1 

1 23,1, 

1 

1 

1 

1 

ak = +1 for i = 0,1,...,N/2 - 1, -I otherwise 

Case 1, L — 2, symmetrical impulse response 

We have: 

C(ak ,sk_ i ) — 1/2 ( ,ak  

With two states.  (N 2L-1  = 2) we must compute: 

— max p,e_ i  + 2ykC (+1 , se_ i ) - 

+ 2ykC(+1,g_ 1.) -  

max me_ i  + 2ykC(-1,q,_ 1 ) - C(-1,4_ 1 ) 2 

 + 2ykC(-1,q_1) - C(-1, 1 ) 2  

(a  k.1)  k-1 k-1 

S 1 -1 6  = (+1) 

S 1  = (-1) k-1 

C(+1,4_1 ) .= +1 

= 0 

C(-1,41) = 0 

C(- 1,s 1 )  — -1 

Thus: 

max 

max 

"1 
t-k-1 

0 
r-k-1 

- 2yk  - 1 

Note that each metric has a corresponding state and best path 

associated with that state. We define the best path to state g as: 

11= best path to state i. 

= *lc ak-2 " • 

1 



if _ 0 
P'k-1 1 k-1 — 2yk  < 

=r°  k-1 ( both paths are equal ) 1 

Thus, the algorithM for the maximum likelihood sequence estimator is as 

1 

follows: (11 implies sequence concatenation) 

if P11,-1 - 4-1 - 2Yk 

then 

— 14. 1  + 2yk  - 1 

else 

Pe 
= 11_ 1  

-1 

if _ ,„0 
r`k 

then 

2yk  > 1 

14-1 - 2yk  - 1 

else 

"1 „ 
t`k r1c —1 

rî r°k _ 1  
= +1 re- 1  
- -1 11_ 1  

Clearly, it is impossible that both the above inequalities hold. Thus, 

we may rewrite the algorithm as: 

then 

+ 2 Pk — Pk-1 Yk — 1  

else 

if 23r1  > 1  

then 

/111. 2Yk 

o =  „ 1 
r'k r-k —1 

1 



if - 237k > 1  

re = ri 
then 

( both paths are equal ) 

( both paths are equal ) 

else 

ge 
• = ( paths still differ ) 

• = 
• — +1 1 1 re_, 

• — -1 I ri k-1 

Define: 

And the algorithm is as follows: 

if ke1 -1 2Yic < -1  

then 

2yk  I- 1 

ri  = rok _ i  
else 

( both paths are equ 'al ) 

else 

re =  r 1 ( paths still differ ) 

1111 r°k_ i  
r;,), +1 re- i.  
• = -1 1 

Bits may be released when both paths agree on the identity of a bit. 



Po = max 

- max 182  = 

183  mk-1 ' 

0 itk2  - max R f-  4 = Pk-1 + 

lee = max 

1 
Plc-1 + 

/3 6 4. 

18 5  

/37 "= 

Case II , L =  3,  symmetrical impulse response 

We have : 

C (ak sk-i) felt f2ak-2) 

and 

fo  =f2  f0  +f +f2 =1 

With four states (N = 21.-1  - 4) we must compute four metrics , 

4- 1  + 2,kc(+1,4, ... 1 ) 

2ykC (+1, 

2ykC (+1, se_ 1 ) 

2ykC (+1, sL 1 ) 
2ykC (  -1,  41 ) 

2ykC ( -1, q_ 1 ) 

2ykC ( -1, se_ 1 ) 

2ykC ( -1, se_ i ) 

- 

-  

- c (+1, s 1 ) 2  

- c (+1, q_ 1 ) 2  

- 

-  

-  

and four best-  paths : 

= +1 It 1  if po  

+1  1! else 

+1 11 if 02 > 03 

+1 I 1 else 

= -1  11  F if  184  > /3 5 

- 1  11  rï_i else 

- -1 II if P6 07 

- 1  11  re_ 1  else 

but : 

si  -1 = (a a ) k k-1 k-2 

S °  = (+1 k-1 

S 1 -1 i = (+1, -1) 

S 1 -1 2 = -1, +1) 

> 



S3-1 ( -1, -1) k 

and: 

C(+1,q_ 1 ) — +1 

C(+1,q,.. 1 ) fi  

C(+1,se_ 1 ) 2f0  - fi  

C(+1,se- 1 ) . = 

fi  

C(-1,q_ 1 ) = fi  - 2f0  

C(-1,s12,.. 1 ) 

— -1 

The algorithrn again consists of calculating the largest of each metric 

to each path and piecing together the best path to each state. 

No simPlifications exist, (foi: the general case with arbitrary f), 

although for f = (0.25,0.50,0.25) further simplifications may be made. 
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